
 

 

Perfect 16 

The Perfect 16 will make your air 10x cleaner. Guaranteed. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   



 

 

50X more filtration power 

Most air filters have a single flat surface for filtration. But IQAir's Perfect 16 features a revolutionary 

"Double V" design that increases filter surface to more than 170 square feet of filter media! This unique design enables 

the IQAir Perfect 16 to deliver up to 50 times more filtration power than other ordinary filtration systems. The more 

collection area the better the filtration and the more air is allowed to pass effortlessly through the system.  

 

 



Unrivaled performance 

We promise and deliver a more than 90-percent 

reduction of airborne allergens, or your money back. 

That includes dust, pollen, mold spores, bacteria, 

viruses and pollution particles. Each Perfect 16 is 

tested at our factory in Switzerland, but IQAir sets a 

new industry standard by certifying your Perfect 16's 

performance after it's been installed in your home. 

Your installer will use an IQAir 

handheld laser particle counter to ensure the system 

is removing at least 90% of all particles 0.3 microns or 

larger. And your system's performance is documented 

in your own Perfect 16 Clean Air Guarantee that your 

installer signs and dates.  

 

 

 

 

 Proven to work 

The Perfect 16 is the only system that is rated a perfect MERV 16, the 

highest rating possible. Intertek/ETL SEMKO submitted the Perfect 

16 to rigorous testing based on the toughest industry standards and 

certified it as MERV (Minimum Efficiency Reporting Value)16. No 

other system has a higher rating! The MERV system was created by 

the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air Conditioning 

Engineers (ASHRAE) to independently verify how well an air filtration 

system really cleans the air. This independent test report proves that 

the IQAir Perfect 16 cleans the air with a minimum efficiency of 95% 

for particles 0.3 microns and larger, and more than 85% of all 

ultrafine particles down to 0.003 microns, the smallest particles that 

exist.  

 

 

  



Lifetime clean duct guarantee 

IQAir is so confident of the Perfect 16's 

performance that we guarantee your 

home's 

heating, 

ventilation and 

cooling ducts will 

remain free from 

any significant accumulated dust or dirt for 

as long as your Perfect 16 remains 

installed and operational. Not having to 

clean your ducts will save you money 

annually. As a Perfect 16 owner you will 

also have peace of mind knowing the air in 

your home remains clean and healthy year 

after year, guaranteed.  

 

 

 

10-Year guarantee 

The IQAir Perfect 16 is an investment in clean air for 

many years to come. Each Perfect 16 is manufactured at 

our factory in Switzerland to demanding standards that 

are the highest in the industry. And each system is 

thoroughly tested and its performance verified 

before it leaves the factory. As a result, IQAir is 

proud to cover the Perfect 16 in the US and 

Canada for a full ten (10) years against defects 

in parts and labor. Filters are consumables and 

exempt from this warranty.  

 

http://www.iqair.com/warranty/perfect16.php

